instagram
best practice
handbook

how to be
scroll-stopping
mastering
instagram for
business

Instagram is an ever-evolving platform. You need to keep up to date
with the latest trends so you can find new ways to engage with your
audience. From your profile to your posts, this guide will help you
make the best decisions when it comes to your Instagram strategy.

the profile

creating
the perfect
profile

Make them fall in love at
first sight.
Your profile page is your opportunity to grab
attention and showcase your brand’s personality.
A powerful Instagram profile can be your ticket
to winning more followers and boosting your
engagement. So, be sure to tell and show your
followers who you are and what you do.

the
"do"s

do: be succinct

do: include links

do: add an email

Instagram only allows you
150 characters to express
what your brand is all
about and how you can
help your potential and
existing followers. That’s
why you need to choose
your words wisely and
entice your audience to
get to know you more.

A link that directs your
visitors to your website
and other important
pages is a must. While
Instagram only gives you
one space for a link, you
can use third-party sites
like LinkTree to direct your
audience to your relevant
pages.

On your Instagram
business profile, you’ll find
a spot where you can add
an email button, giving
your followers an easy
way to contact you for
important inquiries.

the
"don't"s

don't: forget CTAs

don't: forget
hashtags

When you write your bio, it’s
always a good idea to
include a CTA button. It’s
possibly the most important
part of your bio. Tell your
readers to click that email
button or visit your website
through the link you
provided.

Adding branded and
relevant hashtags to
your Instagram bio will
help your audience
connect with your brand
and encourage
participation in relevant
conversations.

don't:
underestimate
emojis
Emojis are a great way to
show off your brand’s
personality and add a
visual element to your
profile. Don’t shy away
from including a few of
them.

the audience

choosing
the right
audience

know your customers.
Before you start posting on Instagram, keep in
mind the audience demographics that you need
to target.
Remember that your audience choice can affect
your level of engagement and conversion. You
can take your Instagram strategy to the next
level by choosing the right audience.

audience demographics

age

gender

location

Instagram is a platform
that’s heavily populated
by Gen Z and millennials.
Having a younger user
base means you need
to tailor your content to
catch their attention.
You can do this by
speaking their language.

A survey from Pew
Research found that
more women are using
Instagram compared to
men.

It’s important to know
your audience’s
location. This way, you
can localise your
content and geo-tag
your posts. This will get
your content to the
most relevant audience.

the posts

how to
create
great
instagram
content

educate first, sell second.

make a content calendar.

This is a mantra we can't get enough of
at Content Republic. Instead of
sending out sales messages, make sure
that your Instagram page consists of a
balance between educational,
entertaining and engaging content.

While spontaneous posts are fun and
highly encouraged, it’s still important to
organise your content by creating a
content calendar. This way, you’ll be
able to schedule your content and
make it timelier and more relevant. It's
also a good idea to use key dates to
help fuel your content calendar.

choose which posts to
promote.

tell stories in photos and
videos.

If you see your organic post getting
heavy engagement, it’s the best idea
to promote it to give it an even better
traction.

Instagram is a visual platform. What
better way to attract your audience
than to give them awesome content
through photos and videos? Showcase
an amazing feed by coordinating your
images and impressing your profile
visitors at first glance.

image
dimensions

landscape.

portrait.

The optimal size that
you should follow for
landscape images is
1080 by 608 pixels. The
aspect ratio for this is
1.91:1 but 16:9 is also
okay.

If you’re using portrait
photos, it’s best to keep
the size at 1080 by 1350
pixels, or an aspect ratio
of 4:5.

square.
The perfect fit in your
feed, square photos
should follow the 1080
by 1080 pixels or an
aspect ratio of 1:1.

word limits

post captions.

bio length.

ad captions.

You're limited to 150 characters in your
Instagram bio, so writing copy that's
short, sharp and packs a punch is the
way to go.

Instagram ad captions are limited to
125 characters.

The ideal length for Instagram post
captions is between 138 to 150
characters, although they can be as
long as 2,200 characters.

post
frequency
While you can post as often as you want
on Instagram, it’s still great to find your
perfect formula to keep your audience
engaged and avoid turning them off by
posting too often or too rarely. Posting at
least 3 times a week is an optimal post
frequency.
Just remember to be as consistent as
possible.

hashtags

why you need them.
Hashtags are essential on Instagram. They're a great way for users to
discover and explore related and relevant content that they’re interested in.
Make sure to put your content in front of your target audience by using
hashtags.

hashtag research.
Using hashtags actually requires research and a solid strategy. You don't
want to use hashtags that are irrelevant to your content, so it’s best to
conduct research first and place all relevant hastags in a single spreadsheet.
This way, you can easily find them when you need them.

know your limits.
There’s one thing you need to remember when using hashtags – don’t overdo
them. The optimal number of hashtags you can use in each post is 11,
although you can use as many as 30. Choose the best ones that are relevant
to your post and brand.

stories

keep them short and sweet.
Since stories last for only 15 seconds at most, you need to make sure that you
get the message across and grab your audience’s attention. Get creative
with the visuals and include short but sweet text.

utilise video.
Filming yourself talking casually to the camera is a wonderful way to utilise
your stories. Provide an update on a new product or upcoming event, and
convey your personality as authentically as possible.

be entertaining.
It’s so easy for users to swipe out of your stories. Hold your audience’s
attention by asking questions, hosting polls and just generally encouraging
interaction. Utilise stickers and music to keep things interesting.

IGTV

ideal length.

go vertical.

be consistent.

use hashtags.

Most accounts have the
option to offer IGTV
videos that are up to 60
minutes long. Don't be
afraid to trial different
video lengths to see
which gets more
engagement.

Keeping your videos
vertical will make it
easier for your viewers
to watch your content.
The aspect ratio for
IGTV is 9:16.

Showcase consistency
by maintaining your
brand identity on IGTV.
This feature is an
extension of your
Instagram page and so
there shouldn’t be a
disconnect.

IGTV also allows a
caption with hashtags.
You can be discovered
by your audience if you
are utilising them in the
video description or in
the comment section.

recreate existing content.

reels

If you have a lot of videos in your content library,
then reels are a perfect way to give them a new
twist. You can line up past clips to recreate
something new, all with seamless transitions.
Repurposing videos with reels a great way to save
time when making engaging content.

what are reels?

use reels to boost engagement.

Instagram’s newest feature, reels, is a rising star
on the ever-growing platform. It allows users to
record, edit, and share 15-second multi-clip
videos with audio, effects and new, in-app
creative tools.

Reels appear in the reels tab, your main profile
grid, in your followers’ feeds, and even in the
explore page. Being such a booming content
type, if you have the time and resources to
dedicate to creating a strategy for reels, then go
for it! If not, it's always something you can come
back to further down the track.

guides

what are guides?

the formats.

Recently, Instagram rolled
out their newest feature
called 'Guides.' It allows
users to create more
scrollable content by
collecting and curating
posts, making it easier than
ever to share information in
an easy-to-digest format.

You can choose three
different formats for your
Guides:
Places
Products
Posts
Each format is designed
to suit every creator's
need.

where to find
them.
Guides can be found on
your profile between the
feed and IGTV icons.
Guides can be displayed
on your profile. in your
feed, in the Guides page
and in the Explore page.

start sharing!
Guides presents a whole
new way to curate and
consume content on
Instagram. Start
incorporating Guides into
your Instagram strategy
by repurposing the
content you've already
created and posted.

insights and analytics

what to
monitor
Looking at your insights and
analytics can help you
increase your engagement,
optimise your content and
improve your overall
Instagram strategy.

engagement rate.
One way to measure your post performance is to check your engagement
rate. Ranking your content through this metric will give you an idea of what
your audience truly likes and what type of content will work best.

posting times.
It’s important to know the perfect time to post in order to boost engagement.
To do this, analyse your Instagram posts and see which ones get more
engagement and at what time.

audience insights.
Take a look at the demographic data of your audience and find out what
age group they belong to, their gender, and even their geographical location.
This will help you tailor your content better to cater for your audience’s needs.

community management

audience
interaction

interaction.

tagging.

Interacting with your
followers gives your
brand a human face
and allows you to
nurture your existing
customers and convert
new ones. Make it a
priority to like and reply
to comments on your
posts.

You can boost your
engagement by tagging
the right accounts in
your posts. This allows
users to discover your
content through those
you've tagged. It could
be a supplier, a partner
or a customer.

customer
experience.
Engaging with your
followers can make a
huge difference to your
customer experience. Be
responsive when it
comes to answering
queries and
acknowledging
comments.

you're ready to
stop thumbs on
the gram!
We want to hear your ideas and bring them to life. From seemingly
small thoughts to ground-breaking ideas, let's chat about it.
Send your queries to hello@contentrepublic.com

